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Ill
A bstract

The following poems are an exploration of memory and the limitations of distance
and as it relates to the illumination of internal and external spaces. The metaphor
of light is a repeated trope employed lyrically here to both root the content of the
collection as a whole in the idea of “bringing things into the light,” and the trope
is also used to notion toward the spiritual aspects of light as it relates to Scriptural
ideologies. W hile each poem is written to stand alone within its own context,
the loose narrative of the collection as a whole is intended to allow the reader
to connect one poem to another through repeated images, similar revelations,
emotions, form and content. At its core, this collection borders on the surrealistic,
yet juxtaposes imaginative situations with real-life experiences or personas to
compliment difficult or seemingly out-of-place imagery or circumstances.
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M oving forward for no apparent reason

You know the guy. The one you most often
see
walk away, holding an anchor chain,
his gut stuffed
skin like a water balloon.
You’re sure he’s done the same. Let this phone
ring.
Although it’s been years since the accent walls
in your stillborn son’s room were colored
robin egg blue,
in the empty paint can’s
dull tin knocks you still hear
sudden breathing.
You know the guy, the one you disregard
as he clamors around with five
curled
fingers gripping an ink pen,
demanding
you stop and study each
of his sketches.
You’re at the helm. And no one is concerned
that the soaking winter fog thickens blue
under wintering spruce.
It’s like the dream
you often have,
where waves are
drawing.
The dream in which you walk slowly away.
You know.
Waves come forward
with a shadow
face,
toothless.
And they scream like lighthouse bells.
And you know by the way a shifting blue wind
opens pages,
that even the Harbor M aster’s rule book
folds
like a stranger’s
obituary.
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B ottle Fly

Look the term up and find
faith
in a satiated drawing
so brilliant
it’s woven like a human mind
one line after the other
straight to the thorax
and then
everything
stops.
W hat tremendous
failure. Make him more discernible;
I wonder how.
He owes me
so little.
He is black. He has six green legs,
he rents them out
as blood candy.
W hat filth. To breed under rotting pie—
are the couch upon which a corpse
can doze,
handless
jockey-thin,
so many eyes
as if the head
had forgotten
to close.
Make him a fish. Coyo-dimpled. Make him
an afternoon. Make him
Satanic.
W hat lines and hairs
to be wisdom.

you
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D o g & Pony Show

Mine.
My father
to the tune of
filled bottles.

10

million over the course of his life

Magnolia bottles, death-blue bottles, pyramid and
river bottles, bottles he filled with starving boys.
The money was okay.
His bristle beard whitened daily
under the hydraulic turn-handle
of the filling machine.
I’m positive of his hands
shaped arthritic as a woven basket
loving to drop
so leaving behind the fill—
the final
an outbreak of scurvy aboard an ancient exploratory vessel,
he reached in a moment
for the handle to pull
and let his knuckles down upon finding the empty.
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A cts

As if something were that easy. Something being
that which is necessary. And that being
something once or near the elemental discovery of being,
which one can credit to one— make-up, shoe polish, being
thrown from a bow, because the bow came first not being
thrown from or applying something to. Ice, being
that which stopped, can’t discover, but remains simple, being
something of proportional interpretation, quite like wood being
kilned and torched, which like ice returning to water, being
is unable to escape the absolution of transformation. That being
said, this should be something to change how we, being
social and maniacal, need referendums to initiate being.
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O ccultists in a L ight Rain Shower

In the Osage River the carp are blind.
So say the Occultists. They lined up last evening
with their brilliance and microcosms.
Joan drove past and thought of her sister.
Barry thought he should leave his partner.
The rain thought nothing; rain doesn’t think.
Others drove past thinking how wasting time
is now akin to time wasting them.
The Occultists’ voice, as it is one, wreaks
and bullshit and complacency
no longer seem enigmatic, just popular.
All fish in the Osage suffer
each with its own visual impairment.
The pike cataract; the perch lazy eyed;
the channel cat suffers from misappropriation
and a drown man, certainly not scaled,
had apparently never see the light.
Last evening when the Occultists lined up
Joan passed Barry and Barry passed the rain
and the rain passed one voice and one voice
through rain brings more water to the Osage.
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Praxis in Avian T im e

Slum houses are dovecotes and the dwelling
among them
thin white bodies with chest tattoos of indistinguishable black lines
have come home.
Miles, a yard employee
won’t lick his wife where she wants. Dogs bleat chained with faces like Stalin.
A humid afternoon in August, no breeze. Religion
as a cross
between wheel gone from axle and what sky a pigeon finds
upon leaving the wire.
Microseconds before ascension
wings tighten inward, sealing barbules like minted bills.
Once airborne they spread,
half-bent on the turn otherwise— once toward frail, once toward folly.
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Kung-Fu M aster

Ferns. Stocked trout. Stink weed. Cutting the belly
of a maggot-filled opossum. The hard-packed river’s edge,
where foam swirled atop a deep heartless womb.
I jumped in on warm days, and swam against the current.
Say young. Say river. Say mud. Say fish. Say
lure. Say line. Say cold. And say I’ve never
gone back. And say I swallowed cold. Water.
Say that place. And say that I swam. I slid
in. Swam. Drank. Say the edge. Say where I split
the belly of road kill, and dull, grey trout.
Say I practiced kung-fu there too. And dreamed
of saving our house from robbery All
alone. A kick to a tree that looked like
a body The body fell. On water.
To the side. On its side. And would not move.
And say the body was unable to
move. On its own. Say it sought the force of
the stream. And say it remembers the webbed
fingers lifting on its back. And say the
body was carried down stream. Say that the
body was never found. Say that no one
ever looked for that body Anyway
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T erm ite M ound

I’m this mouth
teak
and ventilated;
an automobile
upright,
so that everything I say
happens in colony time.
The repair work
is an avoidance
of the afterlife,
but a necessary
fine
none-the-less.
I can swallow
rain
and breathe,
but it’s your air
or at least the thought of it
spur-clawing its way through
my attic
a trumpet call
to the line
of army-men
blind
and jawed,
which I offer
as if mine
to give.
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Larder

In here slow light
now to grapple
for gut-hook and dust
shone in on malevolent pine slats
taking each faulty tin
can
dancing
to the shuffle of dog bones
amid hoolock newspapers
and yellow bags of rice.
This to my father
who can’t forgive the bullet limp from chair to cache
and his company.
W hat bends this Corporal
taller when prone,
but once
a bottle fly
now swimming
on a beat wing?
As curled as a field;
as fallow and as winded.
Now imagine
him making a fist
and that fist
being
the size of an oxbow
reaching
from behind.
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E xplaining Love

I could teach him about love.
Clean shave him smooth
as a cardinal.
Or better
I could teach him that even a beast with unprincipled teeth can swoon
a lady with a love poem or two.
I’d teach him to fear the sure-thing
as the unloved can only hurt
those with his many predispositions.
Together we’d seek sullen gals, our plaid ties straight as muscles, hair
like pinions back-drafting
atop our heads—
Hell
we’d even pull the seat out for our blondes, comment
like water songs
on their physique
aiming at holding hands by the end of the evening.
That’s the kind of love poem
I’d teach him to write.
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W orkers Like You and M e

The noise from the mill drowns out the noise of the rain.
In such moments the air seems blonde as a drunk’s hair.
That afternoon in a field I would dig up three coins.
I failed to exhale and my lungs eventually grew taverns.
This at seventeen. Deer pasturing like veins in dew grasses
and my hometown is the same as yours— complete with
aborted children and your favorite brand of milk.
One of the three coins happened to be a Buffalo head nickel.
Toxic green like pond scum spilled across the surface
looking as if the coin had wintered in the pacific rather
than my front yard. This is copper? I thought.
An Indian face weathered like an onion in four inches of topsoil.
My mother said some stonewall craftsman stopped
to have lunch in what was then an empty field.
She said where I found the coins was where he lay down.
I thought of what the sun meant to people even then.
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Seeing in the Dark

We watched a star
dying. We heard a star
dying. A star with the same kitchen
as our future kitchen.
A tree watched a star
dying. It had no ears. Its branches rose
like stone people.
A mole watched a star
dying. It could hear the star dying.
It heard the ground swim.
There was no knife
with which to dice the remains into pieces.
There was music.
There was the quiet sound and shuffle
of an operating room.
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From the F iles o f Rem em brance

This letter is the beginning signature
of a man I knew.
Each A. Each L— drawn calm as altar widows.
This script is addressed to a woman.
He was a traffic man who drove heavy winter
and thus made way for reverence
of snow-claw toward mid-night ice under tire chain.
The beginning forms speak nothing of loss.
Not in the way coil black-wire and hydraulic lines
edge toward steeple-peak
but instead fawn
like tiny parchments in summer rain.
“Bless you, Mags,” he writes. “Tonight on my window
I have sleeping moths!”
By firelight
a journal flickering like jelly skin
under his black pen
under his elephant hand
under his eyes like glass knobs
gazing at the hidden form of audience.
W hen distant, valleys call to each other.
W hen closing, a rose collapses on itself stiff as a coin.
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T elescop in g

I gather it’s another form of worship.
W here the view opens the mouth, words come forth
and meaning is all
but lost.
That’s the difficulty of ape thought.
Somehow there’s time for this, maybe there always has been
and I underestimate
the situation of technological
American home-life.
Call me an old
fashioned,
but at 32 I want less
reprieve and more self-induced solitude.
Looking again through the eyepiece, cupping
an open left eye,
this must look foolish
bent over. Some kind of other body
searching for reason in the cream half-light.
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A fter the Feeding

Arabian horses in stalls
in sheet-coats of after
cold to help them think November.
Reverential bridles
weathered as city muggings
to be one and separate from mouth
against an empty rubber bucket slathered bottom and sides
queer oats
cold as letters which the tongue missed
like dead lying ears
as powder dust amid vessel deep splitting slat boards
upon which the hooves drum. The sound of walking isn’t fall.
Everything but the empty has a language.
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Boy w ith a H angnail M ind

I’m too young to amid myself in old-growth
and walking understand distances as they are intended.
Such as it is, I wait until someone prunes a stag head
mistaking it for a half-riven wig.
It’s always the someone else who steals my wallet.
If man, he is handsome. If woman
she carries lemons in a jar. If child
I know the compression of water is measured in multitudes.
Pause.
Above
a bird never seen changes into a vase,
then a cane,
then the cane changes into a freshly pressed uniform.
Then it’s gone. This is why
I soak dirty against the washboard of your body
equally as ribbed and aluminum
as mine. Give me that moment
when I’m on the mend, postulating like how many times I’m
fallowed and tan as the pumpkin gorge under quarter-moon. Move
me.
Take shorter steps
imagine your feet are ancient as tarpon scales
with the sleight of ocean now salting your fantastic tongue.
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A gainst the Stone-Carver’s B est W ishes

I saw your young finger trace line after line on a stolen headstone
the dead offering meager in that cemetery
outside Portland, car-hopped and lightless save the lightning storm
and your pretty blond curls.
That would be years before you and your husband landed on M ulberry Street
just like the rest of us carrying tattered rags and leg debt
to the front door
bent over in evening blue,
leaving out for the feral
a tin of cheap tuna on a porch yellow lit
and edging back between his forearms to kiss
across a movie trailer
shadowing itself against a hand falling
into your crotch.
Here we go again aging ourselves as fish do
in pocket-water twisting like rope snaps along the calf heel
out where the west was won.
Call
a victory good
like forgetting, good like after good pie good, good and bruised
like purple fetters in velvet
a breathable apostrophe, his thin arm around your body.
You might ask if this is all there is
or nothing ever;
know it’s not a matter of belief
so much as it is the body flank,
a hand against headstone
learning to read
how the dead are named.

K i n g 's V a l l e y
ii
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A W atcher’s G uide to Early M igrations

A severed head won’t bounce
quite like a soccer ball. They lied.
But look at us now, gristle-thighs
built like a brick shit house
worthless as stray dogs,
while our vegetables wilt
in wood crates. It isn’t right
to listen the way we did.
Consider this an apology
for melting your gravity
bong. You know how I can be.
Sometimes V line geese remind me
of your favorite finger trick.
Maybe by now you’ve figured
out that it’s not necessary to spread
your hand so thin when she’s hit
that holy clasp.
We proved them all wrong,
Pip. And here we are. Bluebag
orphans tapping on glass.
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E legy o f H orses as W atered Lawns

I’d like to say something relevant
about my brother.
His family apartheid
splayed like shading blue mackerel.
How I
envy the man and his ability to shake gay
as dust from a rucksack,
lackluster as a blow job.
Brother, now the mare is fell
blind as a frog’s white eye.
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Savage M ountain, Snowy Range

A blue automobile like the judges’ gavel proclaiming gold claims
lies rot in beer bottle graffiti, eaten by bullets like acne.
On this mountain.
— it’s hard to breathe normally.
Sage is smaller here
as if the giant shouldn’t gaze at the beneath, nor myself
among rain and thin burdock
with a tobacco black tongue I walk in the half-lit fall
calling for mission:
To have this there.
My prayer is
mouth billow and rifle—
I need the herd bull
to leave the huntsman out;
antiquity is best seen as a dying salmon.
There is always down there no matter how high in altitude
or how low
and
what I want
is to want
want
to spread like a scapula— through muscle and rib bone—
bleed like Christ.
How fitting for a man to turn to mountain
as dog to bile
when the beneath is constantly underfoot
and being bartered for,
to expect a reward from experience
why killing the black bull who refuses to shadow
over mountain.
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Beyond the Lakeside Rental

frogs apple-throated
on humid evenings
and children as monarchs
were to act as if children
are wobbling extensions
of themselves and slack water.
W hat something
meant nothing
under pie-eyed air
to us barefoot as scavengers
running toward the gut—
but to my mother
it was everything.
A perfect doll house,
weathered dock,
cream canoe and stanchions
of maple blinding verdant
the all outside—
even hundreds of feet
beyond the shoreline.
We discovered a bloated eel surfaced,
and my brother ran a paddle
over its skin drifting
like a wedding gown.
This was a summer in New Hampshire.
Boiling lobster, corn, steamers—
O God the salt
and sweet butter.
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R esidence as Bands

The McCulough valley is known as a passageway
for wild horses. In spring, bands migrate toward
foothills to vie for mating privileges and for mares
to present foals to a new form of sky The valley
and the bands are written as if unknown, a new road.
So it is with spring. Sheep, cotton swabs w orth less
in weight than cul de canard pock the hillside toward which
the ascending bands retreat. It could be raining. It could.
The strategy is to find them where they are. Find
evidence too. Prints like fallen and erased crabs,
a mired dread-locked mane as a rusted and birthed
artist’s brush— look to ground as one should walk
and find something worth the wait. This too. From
what descends come sounds as gutters often bring.
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M allard W ing

Valleys thick as a machine gun
swallow light. As does the windmill.
Forward. Plants that ache
and spread where we mark passage
here, blind as windows. This obsession
must end. And it will, with a walk
bottle-snapped, lying piece by piece
over trail, creek grass, barbless
shank bent over scale and frost shards—
lastly us, admitting it’s easy to say nothing.
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T o Hal, W ho Never G ot Up

And you took your glasses
and set them aside.
A half-empty clear glass of water. Probably
a fly came into view. By the window
where only sunlight made a beam.
I don’t know, maybe it
was almost spring.
And you knew by the way of its
slow buzz that the cycle
had begun
again.
There could have been repetition in the Lysite silence,
against the purling melt of things,
over ice holes,
where perch blood,
and scales
faded
by your boot prints.
Maybe I’d like to follow
just the same.
Leave two slices
of un-buttered toast on a plate.
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W eekend Breakdown W ith P ost in Hand

A vein
as it were
of baleen— that is how I recall
your leg when you burrowed in
quill like
to a bed not our own;
now I’m confused.
Does the world revolve like a dog
chasing its tail
for any particular reason
other than animal magnetism?
As they say.
Let me again on my own—
and you
follow.
So winter, dark as Cambria stone
isn’t the envelope into which
we slip
it’s having been there
turning back.
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Shepherd

Some might call the con among them a wolf
in sheep’s clothing.
Some run
with scissors pointed
toward their hearts.
Some
walk the tightrope—
some fall some don’t.
I said she blew up my village.
I painted the image of me thin
as a Viet Cong matron amid singed thatch roofs.
And
I meant
what I said.
The temperature dropped again today
despite the forecasters’ best efforts to predict an outcome. Now they’re calling
for snow. Now they’re calling for snow.
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A sexual in Shop and H om e

The shoemaker travels to Italy where in a small shop
she bends leather to shape a foot. One and two. Hobnailing
platforms right as carpenter hands— wide designed for man
to walk on as constancy paths. She reaches toward the curve of cleft,
now a musician with a similar purpose. Now a specialized drill bit
she grinds
through two feet of concrete. The wire-men follow, laying rivers
of copper and plastic. Now a man, he’s a wife who he leans on
like an elbow in summer grass. Advancing toward the full
inhibits speculation, beautiful speculation,
into the w art features of a turnip— like all religion, it’s just food.
His tarnished wood table is the tarnished wood table, now he the table
upon which the soup cools. The house-ghost leans a hand into the wall
and the sound of bare feet peeling from stairs
is the sound of scales separating against current.
Broth is ladled
the woman born a shoemaker become man
become woman, while kindling snaps like bone
under a small flame. In winter
the only sound is of axe dividing grain.
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T elekinesis

The Milestone Foundation would like to thank
Friends of Not Making who subjected themselves
to potential catastrophic failure to ensure
It would become a reality. W ithout Their support
and kindness, the established Here and There would
have to refrain from giving the Effort what mattered most.
Let’s not forget the overwhelming contributions of How.
So many of Our efforts would have gone unsubstantiated
had You not been so unabashedly generous.
Someone once said it takes time. Time is,
in many contexts, not always a Friend. Rather,
a pit-bull wearing perfume. But as It has been shown,
the greatness of Others precludes all potential
detriment. And God bless Us for That.
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D oin g Laundry

I can’t help but loathe the machine
with its open lid patient as a tree stump
waiting to swallow my foul clothes.
Part of me wants to live again
when everything was done by hand—
tax credits, clitoral stimulation, bees wax
candle making, the smelting of copper,
restricting oxygen to the brain, et cetera.
Somehow though, I understand the gulp
of the machine, what it wants. I may even
take pity on it. If it were female I’d be impressed
with the flower like smell of her breath— her
willingness to take all my shitty things
and make them clean. But that’s the problem
with asexuality. How can I categorize the arch
of an amoeba, the frown of a sea horse,
my parrot’s plumber’s crack or a blonde
so far from the road I love the body anyway.
Even if I could, I’d be inclined to take all
the romance out of secrecy, shelve it in my
secrecy tomb and will it to the next load.
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A Fine L ist o f Cliches

Another way to say I love you
is simple. Carry her two water buckets over your shoulders. Isn’t that the kind
of service you might expect after you accept a stranger’s business card?
That sort of epigraph
sprawled out like a flounder.
Instead, nothing. I mean. Expect
nothing. I mean
watch the highway unfold in its trite W estern way. And think of each sprig of sagebrush
as you might expect their pale green buds shaped like fawn eyes
to want nothing more from your passing. I mean
hissing. Fissing. Yissing. Lisping. I mean olive
is the color of a sagebrush leaf; they’re not in fact budding.
Get out while you still can. Or I mean, go back while there’s still time.
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O de to Redundancy

Maybe I’ll take off in an hour.
Head north.
Pass a bunch of random things
releasing snow.
Pass random things that snow has already melted
from.
Maybe there will be people
at the bus stop.
I bet at least one will be wearing a coat.
Maybe a blue coat.
Maybe a blue coat
the same color blue
as my blue coat.
There will be the road.
Trash scattered
alongside
trash
alongside
the road.
I’ll check the gas gauge.
By that time I’ll have slipped my gloves off.
Set them on the passenger seat
next to today’s mail.
Maybe I’ll take off
in a half hour.

O n i s l a n d s a n d ic e
iii
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Erasure Q uintette

You’re in love. Aren’t we all?
W ith the common party question Choose five people to be left with.
You imagine mangoes, bonefish, and building a fire
with Jesus.
A small laced handbag
for berries?
No.
No accoutrements.
Just you and them.
Kermit the Frog as kingpin, boy soldier; Crusoe
for the drying of lion meat.
T hat’s three.
You pause.
W hat about your Mother?
She’ll be there in a dream, hemming your cotton dress.
And your father? Pineapples will remind you of his unshaven face.
There’s always Brian.
But more time alone won’t rescind your hymen.
Consider one for water duty: Atilla the Hun.
And for grace?
We’ve already gone over that.
Last is the night watchman. A stone’s throw from shoreline
in place to wait for the burning mast
should it ever appear on the horizon.
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D ear Victory: In R etrospect

I’ll write you sleeping, because yesterday
I got drunk and tried to call you from a pay phone
just to say
I have hair growing in my ears, Victory, hair.
W hy did you gain the weight of me? I mean, can you go back to
how
I knew you?
Victory, I’ve loaded all my belong
ings
and I’m like other boatmen turning
my skiff toward the harbor. The blur wave
is orange, girl, cheetah-sky orange
and the engine
is a lousy jazz ensemble.
I wish you here.
Gill-net salmon don’t eye the barren
shine of the gut-hook,
they just, Victory
they just seem to take it
in their belly—
and when split like envelopes
Victory,
they ain’t sorry.
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On a R idge Above the Tanana

Not a mile off the frozen northern highway in the thin snow I cut a single set of wolf
tracks. Each indentation shadowed the size of a beehive. They spread linear down a
logging road, opposite my direction.
Travelling slowly further, the hillside curled like a salamander’s tongue. In the center
of the road lie a frozen deformity, a fist-sized pile of hairy shit. I thought Kinnell’s soul
shoving warm, blood-ridden feces in its dry mouth. I tasted the iron like cherries.
It’s simply that I was there to cut wood. Lay trees down like paperclips. Further ahead,
in an open clearing, the tracks pullulated into a diplomacy of wolves. Tufts of grass, log
ends, pissed on like buried heads.
There were lamps brighter than a final sunrise burning my hands; I wanted somehow to
bring the eye of the moon there, thinking it may take away from the endless voice of the
rude tourist, sweat dripping from his neck as he demanded a refund from the near sobbing
airline attendant.
Thinking that it would slow the obesity thieves waddling their way toward the world’s
snack-bars. I wanted to bring the fury of a bitch river home, her silt body purling across
the valley. I was unable. And as obvious as this death is, no one can write the obituary.
Something beautiful was lost and the jailed killers opened their piebald eyes, clenched
their fists, raised arms toward the steel guards and turned me back toward gridlock. I
wanted to snare the lead male. Skin him. Hang his silver fur around my neck like Adam’s
dream of Yosemite.
The activity of paws eventually faded. I stopped, looked up at 80-foot spruce rising like
eyelashes. I smelled gas, which had leaked from a faulty cap onto my melting, red hands. I
wiped the excess on my pants knowing the chainsaw’s dull teeth needed to be filed. It had
begun snowing.
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Strange Shoeshine

Lest we can forgive
Wampah word for light white wind
there are soldier tins
*
Mirror: brave army
camouflaged in rain: hide well
brave mirror: well hid
*
Letter from thin sand
bouillon snipers/but green fields
in spaces we mend like wells
*
Take the rape knuckles
hive/rag/stone/blood-brass/pocket
soldier tin soldier
*
Love: your work and war
Jesus fish {Yahweh} desert
well hid mirror: moon
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w idow s o f prison verse

i’m walking down
a street flower
black magic
marker
trashed
burrito
wagon
night visions
the beatitudes
Reggie Smith
Vaseline curb appeal
jumping jacks
sixteen great white
sharks
massive yearning
intelligible
masks—
come on come
to me drowning
ants
the foreign trade
commission
deuc ex machina
you have no idea
how bad i smell
flap-jack
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big time
horror movie
apple
pink and determined
quasi-quasimeta bobcock
flounder
tested on animals
hook-jawed and alone
mid stream
bullet man hooded
jockey
muscular
on vacation
here it is:
pin me down
and show me how
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T his N igh t T his W inter

Deaf snow as clear jar
and below this house this night
this winter night
soaks dormant spruce
blue as a collapsed vein.
I’d like to say I’m getting tired
of winter. Tired o f its dog
pawing ear and collar
tired o f rummage
and things closing in.
I’m not, though.
I’m not in love with breaking.
I’m not waiting.
Here is perfect failure—
what I’ve begun
this morning
is to imagine cold
beyond cold.
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Lying Bare

W hat better way to spend a Sunday
wave-mouthed, covered in iridescence
and conch meat. Fill your empty bottles
with messages on parchment. It’s humid today.
Now that you’re done decorating with bamboo
you’ve decided on a new term for vagrancy: Xinji awaa.
How’s that? That one can maintain one’s self on
little more than osprey eggs, banana fingerlings,
poisonous frog and cloud innards.
O f pressing things:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

You’ll take what you can to the spring tomorrow.
Check snares.
Find lost paperclip.
There’s always the cithara.
Mi casa su casa

It’s true there is no need. Only doing. And your baseball
card collection, stacked neatly in your father’s room
where convenience deters another term. You can always
return —as in prodigally —to his house. W here he’ll be.
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D ear corkboard: Just T hough t You Should Know

In fifth grade I drew a birdhouse with elbows.
It came to life
and asked where it might find the nearest
can of herring fillets. Why,
I wondered, would a birdhouse
come to life? Aren’t these types of things
like motion pictures— damned to the flat
surface o f things?
I wanted to help.
Really.
But no vending machine,
not in middle-America at least,
stocks cans of tiny vertebrates. I found this out the hard way.
After a day or two, it left me.
W hat to do,
I thought. Draw another
and hope it peals away from the page
and waves
goodbye as I twitch
in my corduroy pants?
W ho’s to make the final call here? Me?
Anyway, I accepted
the ending for what it was.
I guess it never did find herring.
It settled for pumpkin, as it came to life in October
when the fields, crisp as mung beans grew giant orange
heads
ripe enough for my birdhouse’s
toothless gape.
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It lived for months afterward; till spring thaw.
Last I heard it fell
backside into a crystalline quarry pond.
The white alkali edges complemented
water so blue
the noon sky
was ashamed.
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Vein Locker

Manage this:
1.
Levitation
2.
Bubka
3.
--------It’s a day to rest green
willow tops; we’ll turn them loose
soon.
So at our garden
party, none will have to go
without.
Task 4: {Reification}
God forbid the view from here
be anything less than perfect.
You’ll be left to your own
discretion concerning the choice of bows
for the attendees:
One thing, however,
the clipped stems
can and should be
refused.
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Strange Z oo

Birds in a blender
don’t hide the trifecta there
a feather lands prone
*
Eels on a slow wheel
spread scale and tongue on field
dark things in the sky
*
Capuchins in kilns
it’s winter in the mountains
hollow iris; clear
*
Tiger wakes grey moon
think o f abandon black stripe
she plays mushroom blonde
*
Boa; boa wave
mung rat grip—bank note scale down
mustard seed dry land
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M aster o f Cerem onies

D. Porter: Your voice is so serious.
Leave me relaxing if you come home to find the television
on white screen and my frame like a corpse— I’ll have had
my fill by then.
Grab an apple from the crisper; the market is a kaleidoscope
as you might
imagine.
From the disease you can take me
(like a demon might in the shadow)
who sees them during daylight?
Miss Elephant with her four welfare children
came by and asked if you’d fix the water leak
in the shower; apparently now there’s
a clog in the drain too. She claims one of the kids stuffed
a shotgun
in the hole.
Can you believe it’s this close
to fall?
W hat
with the recent warmth
leaves seem to have forgotten to yellow.
But who buys speculation?
D. Porter:
Please take some apples home with you—
I promise
they are little
slices of heaven.
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In the W ax M useum

I feel the wax artist may have failed me here.
I’m staring at myself as I would a photo
or m irror and everything about me is the same
until I leave and don’t go back to where the wax me is
but go to where the real me will be.
Maybe this is what it means to give up the ghost.
I handed the wax me an extra cell phone
should he ever want to text me something in regard
to our experience of staring at each other
or the experience of being me formed in wax kneeling
over a headless body. W hose head and whose body?
Oh, of course, it is my head and my body.
So now there’s three of us,
one real, two wax— one with a head and one without
now a woman between us.
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Latitude 90

In fog, the word vapor has seven connotations.
But we’re not engulfed today. Nor do we question
motoring away
toward caribou ranges. Puffin, gull and mermaid
flock nearer this time, calling the island chain placements.
Black stone. Volcanic bone. And here we are.
Bow-legged and drunk, cod skins hung
like coyotes over rail; our hands reaching for rudder.
It’s never a matter of belonging, or having been.
Or truth. There is no telling land
to swim steadily, in place, measuring buoyancy
in waves that extend like tongues on all sides.
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O pen H iding in Ice Fog

The above snow is earth
breathing a lonely clown
pepper grey headlights
against a W hig-moon
extruding as the carapace
of an army ant drunk
silenced by the gentle river
of moths back turning
once toward the open
once toward the full.
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M adden F ield

My grandfather,
I’ll make him
a soldier.
He wrote
as men
did
letters to young women
who read
in the cusp
of oak trees.
My grandmother
was one of them.
She replied with photos.
Mostly,
she
lay
covered in field grass.
It would seem against the edge of
black &
white
there were rarely cold nights.
I want to love you
like that.
I’ll take

winter.

Hillsides
in their day
were dolphins.
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A lso, I Keep a Beehive Above my Com puter

In this poem you’ll read how I compare
a blank CD to the moon. You’ll read how
troubling it can be to own a cat. You’ll read
and understand that there are three blue pen
caps in a glass jar in front of me. You’ll
read T-H-A-T and you will be alarmed by how
many times the word appears in this poem.
You’ll read on the next page of a swan
and a lonely woman who goes each day
to the same park bench to feed them.
I don’t ask of you anything more. Nor
do I expect you to ask anything of me.
We don’t know each other. Or maybe
we do. Maybe you’re my ex-girlfriend
and you are now discovering what I am
doing with my life— writing poems
about you.
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Shaving my D o g ’s Ass

And teaching him to walk backwards
just isn’t possible. But that’s what I told
Greg I’d do if my dog was as ugly as him.
He probably should have toilet papered
my house that Halloween. There was
a perfect oak tree in the front yard.
Once in awhile during winter I’d look
out the window and see a cardinal
picking seeds from the bird feeder.
They were my favorite. They were how
I measured beauty.
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W atching as the Hand Opens

Maybe, as with most
orchard visits,
it was fall.
Probably my step brothers
mulled over the rotting apples
lying in the arched kingdom
of green
grass,
toeing the hyena
flesh spots,
slowly noticing
each one split
open.
There were so many
orchards near us;
going to an orchard
would have been
something we would
have done.
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Absolved

My initial tendency is to put a single rock in a field.
There. I guess that’s what I just did. Now what to do
should the rock want a life back? After all, every rock
like every duck and every meat pie has its purpose, right?
Now the rock is a picture frame. Now it’s a toilet bowl.
Now, urgency. Now, it’s a rock again. And there are people
lining up to view the rock which is getting rained on.
Now it has stopped raining and the majority of the people
who once believed in the rock have gone on to view other
things. Now the rock is shrouded in darkness. If the rock
could speak would the people return? The rock has all
but forgotten the field, or the field has all but forgotten
the rock. It’s quite large an expanse to be forgotten in.
Large enough that the distance from rock to field edge
is such that the people are still walking away. The rock
thinks human. I’m in a field. This is where I was placed.

